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Abstract. Many Data Analysis tasks deal with data which are presented in 
high-dimensional spaces, and the ‘curse of dimensionality’ phenomena is often 
an obstacle to the use of many methods, including Neural Network methods, for 
solving these tasks. To avoid these phenomena, various Representation learning 
algorithms are used, as a first key step in solutions of these tasks, to transform 
the original high-dimensional data into their lower-dimensional representations 
so that as much information as possible is preserved about the original data re-
quired for the considered task. The above Representation learning problems are 
formulated as various Dimensionality Reduction problems (Sample Embedding, 
Data Manifold embedding, Data Manifold reconstruction and newly proposed 
Tangent Bundle Manifold Learning) motivated by various Data Analysis tasks. 
A new geometrically motivated algorithm that solves all the considered Dimen-
sionality Reduction problems is presented. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Representation Learning, Dimensionality Re-
duction, Manifold Learning, Tangent Learning, Tangent Bundle Manifold 
Learning, Kernel methods. 

1 Introduction 

The goal of Data Analysis, which is a part of Machine Learning, is to extract pre-
viously unknown information from a dataset. Thus, it is supposed that information is 
reflected in the structure of a dataset which must be discovered from the data. Many 
Data Analysis tasks, such as Pattern Recognition, Classification, Clustering, Progno-
sis, Function reconstruction, and others, which are challenging for machine learning 
algorithms, deal with real-world data that are presented in high-dimensional spaces, 
and the ‘curse of dimensionality’ phenomena is often an obstacle to the use of many 
methods for solving these tasks.  

To avoid these phenomena, various Representation learning algorithms are used as 
a first key step in solutions of these tasks. Representation learning (Feature extraction) 
algorithms transform the original high-dimensional data into their lower-dimensional 
representations (or features) so that as much information as possible is preserved 
about the original data required for the considered Data Analysis task. 

After that, the initial Data Analysis task may be reduced to the corresponding  
task for the constructed lower-dimensional representation of the original dataset.  
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Of course, construction of the low-dimensional data representation for subsequent 
using in specific Data Analysis task must depend on the considered task, and success 
of machine learning algorithms generally depends on the data representation [1]. 

Representation (Feature) learning problems that consist in extracting a low-
dimensional structure from high-dimensional data can be formulated as various Di-
mensionality Reduction (DR) problems, whose different formalizations depend on 
Data Analysis tasks considered further. 

This paper is about DR problems in Data Analysis tasks. We describe a few key 
Data Analysis tasks that lead to different formulations of the DR: Sample Embedding 
for Clustering, Data Space (Manifold) embedding for Classification, Manifold Learn-
ing for Forecasting, etc. We also present a new geometrically motivated algorithm 
that solves all the considered DR problems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2-5 contain definitions of 
various DR problems motivated by their subsequent using in specific Data Analysis 
tasks. The proposed DR solution is described in Section 6. 

2 Sample Embedding Problem 

One of the key Data Analysis tasks related to unsupervised learning is Clustering, 
which consists in discovering groups and structures in data that contain ‘similar’ (in 
one sense or another) sample points. Constructing a low-dimensional representation 
of original high-dimensional data for subsequent solution of the Clustering problem 
may be formulated as a specific DR problem, which will be referred to as the Sample 
Embedding problem and is as follows: Given an input dataset  

 Xn = {X1, X2, … , Xn} ⊂ Х  

randomly sampled from an unknown Data Space (DS) Х embedded in a p-
dimensional Euclidean space Rp, find an ‘n-point’ Embedding mapping 

 h(n): Xn ⊂ Rp → Yn = h(n)(Xn) = {y1, y2, … , yn} ⊂ Rq (1) 

of the sample Xn to a q-dimensional dataset Yn (feature sample), q < p, which ‘faith-
fully represents’ the sample Xn while inheriting certain subject-driven data properties 
like preserving the local data geometry, proximity relations, geodesic distances, an-
gles, etc. 

If the term ‘faithfully represents’ in the Sample Embedding problem corresponds 
to the ‘similar’ notion in the initial Clustering problem, we can solve the reduced 
Clustering problem for the constructed low-dimensional feature dataset Yn. After that, 
we can obtain some solution of the initial Clustering problem: clusters in the initial 
problem are images of clusters discovered in the reduced problem by using a natural 
inverse mapping from Yn to the original dataset Xn. 

The term ‘faithfully represents’ is not formalized in general, and in various Sample 
Embedding methods it is different due to choosing some optimized cost function 
L(n)(Yn|Xn) which defines an ‘evaluation measure’ for the DR and reflects desired 
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properties of the n-point Embedding mapping h(n) (1). As is pointed out in some pa-
pers, a general view on the DR can be based on the ‘concept of cost functions.’ 

There exist a number of methods (techniques) for the Sample Embedding. Linear 
methods are well known and use such techniques as the PCA [2]. Various nonlinear 
techniques are based on Auto-Encoder Neural Networks [3, 4, 5], Kernel PCA [6], 
and others.  

A newly emerging direction in the field of the Sample Embedding, which has been 
a subject of intensive research over the last decades, consists in constructing a family 
of algorithms based on studying the local structure of a given sampled dataset that 
retains local properties of the data with the use of various cost functions. Examples of 
such ‘local’ algorithms are: Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), Laplacian Eigenmaps 
(LE), Hessian Eigenmaps, ISOMAP, Local Tangent Space Alignment (LTSA), etc., 
described in [7, 8, 9] and other works. Some of these algorithms (LLE, LE, ISOMAP) 
can be considered in the same framework based on the Kernel PCA applied to various 
data-based kernels. 

Note that Sample Embedding algorithms are based on the sample only, and no as-
sumptions about the DS X are required for their descriptions. However, the study of 
properties of the algorithms is based on assumptions about both the DS and a way for 
extracting the sample from the DS. 

3 Data Space (Manifold) Embedding problem 

Another key Data Analysis task related to supervised learning concerns the Classifica-
tion problem in which the original dataset consists of labeled examples: outputs (la-
bels) Λn = {λ1, λ2, … , λn} are known for the corresponding inputs {X1, X2, … , 
Xn} sampled from the DS X; each label λ belongs to a finite set {1, 2, … , m} with 
m ≥ 2. The problem is to generalize a function or mapping from inputs to outputs 
which can then be used to generate an output for a previously unseen input X ∈ X. 

In the case of high-dimensional original inputs Xn, it is possible to construct low-
dimensional features {y1, y2, … , yn} (1) by using the Sample Embedding algorithm. 
After that, we can consider the reduced sample [Yn, Λn] instead of the sample [Xn, 
Λn]. For the possibility of using the solution of the reduced classification problem 
built for the reduced dataset, it is necessary to construct a lower-dimensional repre-
sentation for a new unseen (usually called Out-of-Sample, OoS) input X ∈ X / Xn. 
Thus, it is necessary to consider another specific DR problem which is an extension of 
the Sample Embedding and can be referred to as the Data Space Embedding (Parame-
terization) problem: Given an input dataset (sample) Xn from the DS X ⊂ Rp, con-
struct a low-dimensional parameterization of the DS which produces an Embedding 
mapping 

 h: X ⊂ Rp → Y = h(X) ⊂ Rq (2) 

from the DS X, including the OoS points, to the Feature Space (FS) Y ⊂ Rq, q < p, which 
preserves specific properties of the DS X. The term ‘preserves specific properties’ is not 
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formalized in general and can be different due to choosing various cost functions reflect-
ing specific preserved data properties.  

The definition of the Data Space Embedding problem uses values of the Embed-
ding mapping h (2) at the OoS points too. Thus, to justify the problem solution and 
study properties of the solution, we must define a Data Model describing the DS and a 
Sampling Model offering a way for extracting both the sample Xn and the OoS points 
from the DS. The most popular models in the DR are Manifold Data Models, see [7, 
8, 9] and others works, in which the DS X is a q-dimensional manifold embedded in 
an ambient p-dimensional Euclidean space Rp, q < p, and referred to as the Data Ma-
nifold (DM). In most studies, DM is modeled using a single coordinate chart. 

The Sampling Model is typically defined as a probability measure μ on the DM X 
whose support Supp(μ) coincides with the DM X. In accordance with this model, the 
dataset Xn and OoS points X ∈ Х / Xn are selected from the DM Х independently of 
each other according to the probability measure μ. 

A motivation for using the Manifold Data model consists in the following empiri-
cal fact: as a rule, high-dimensional real-world data lie on or near some unknown  
low-dimensional Data Manifold embedded in an ambient high-dimensional ‘obser-
vation’ space. This assumption is usually referred to as the Manifold assumption.  

Various non-linear DR problems applied to the data which are described by the 
Manifold Data Model are usually referred to as the Manifold Learning (ML) problem 
[7, 8, 9]; the above-defined Data Space Embedding problem under the Manifold Data 
Model will be referred to as the Manifold Embedding problem. In the introduced 
terms, the Manifold Embedding problem is to construct a parameterization of the DM 
(global low-dimensional coordinates on the DM) from a finite dataset sampled from 
the DM. Note that there is no generally accepted definition for the ML. 

Manifold assumption allowed constructing a family of algorithms based on study-
ing the local structure of a given sampled dataset that retains local properties of the 
data with the use of various cost functions. Examples of such ‘local’ algorithms are 
described in [7, 8, 9] and other works; an ‘OoS extension’ for some local algorithms 
has been found in [10].  

4 Manifold Learning Problem as Data Manifold Reconstruction 

Manifold Embedding is usually a first step in various Data Analysis tasks in which 
reduced q-dimensional features y = h(X) are used in the reduced learning procedures 
instead of initial p-dimensional vectors X. If the Embedding mapping h in the Mani-
fold Embedding preserves only specific properties of high-dimensional data, then 
substantial data losses are possible when using a reduced vector y = h(X) instead of 
the initial vector X. To prevent these losses, the mapping h must preserve as much as 
possible available information contained in the high-dimensional data [11]. Thus, it is 
necessary to consider the Manifold Embedding problem, in which the term ‘faithfully 
represents’ has a specified meaning reflecting the possibility for reconstructing the 
initial vector X ∈ X from the feature y = h(X) with small reconstruction error. Note 
that this error can be considered as a valid evaluation measure (‘universal quality 
criterion’) for Manifold Embedding procedures describing a measure of preserving 
information contained in the high-dimensional data [11]. 
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There is a natural reconstruction of the vector X ∈ X from its lower-dimensional 
feature y = h(X) for feature sample points y ∈ Yn. But in some tasks there may arise 
the problem of accurately reconstructing the points X ∈ X from their low-dimensional 
features y = h(X) for Feature-Out-of-Sample, FOoS, points y = h(X) ∈ h(X) / Yn. This 
possibility is directly required in various Data Analysis tasks such as multidimen-
sional time series prognosis [12], data-based approximation of function with high-
dimensional inputs [13], etc.  

As an example, consider the problem of Electricity price curve forecasting [12] 
which is as follows. Electricity ‘daily-prices’ are described by a multidimensional 
time series (electricity price curve) Хt = (Хt1, Хt2, … , Хt,24)

T ∈ R24 consisting of 
‘hour-prices’ in the course of day t. Based on given vectors X1:T = {Х1, Х2, … , ХT} ⊂ 
R24, it is required to construct a forecast XT  for ХT+1. The forecasting algorithm 
[12] uses replacement of the vectors Xt by their low-dimensional features Yt = h(Xt) ∈ 
Rq (the LLE method is used; the value q = 4 is selected as an appropriate dimension of 
the features). Then the forecast YT  for YT+1 = h(XT+1) based on the feature sample 
Y1:T = h(X1:T) in the reduced low-dimensional problem is constructed by using stan-
dard forecasting techniques. But then it is necessary to reconstruct the daily-price 
forecast XT  from the feature forecast YT  which is the FOoS point in the general 
case. 

A newly direction in the field of Machine Learning is meta-modeling in which da-
ta-based models (called meta-models [14] or surrogate models [15]) are constructed 
by learning on a set of input and output data prototypes obtained as a result of full-
scale and/or computational experiments with some original complicated time-
consuming models. As a rule, surrogate models have higher computational efficiency 
and can be used to replace original complicated models for further study (forecasting, 
optimization, etc.) [14, 15].  

Input data which are original descriptions of objects under modeling can have high 
dimensionality, and the DR technique in meta-modeling is used for constructing re-
duced ‘low-dimensional’ surrogate models [16]. Thereafter, optimization or forecast-
ing problems for the ‘full-dimensional’ model amounts to the corresponding reduced 
problems in the low-dimensional Feature space.  

For example, meta-modeling is used in the wing shape optimization problem in 
aircraft designing [17], in which the DR is used to construct a low-dimensional wing 
airfoil parameterization [13]. In this problem the FOoS points appear as a result of 
solving optimization problems in the Feature space; thus, the reconstruction possibili-
ty is required in the DR.  

However, the most of popular Manifold Embedding methods have a common 
drawback: they do not allow reconstructing high-dimensional points X from low-
dimensional features h(X). Thus, it is necessary to formulate the ML problem in such 
a way that its solution does not have the above drawbacks. In other words, a corre-
sponding ML procedure must reconstruct the unknown DM together with its low-
dimensional parameterization from the sample. 

We consider the ML problem called the Data Manifold Reconstruction problem, in 
which a low-dimensional representation of the DM allows accurate reconstruction of 
the DM [18, 19].  
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A strict definition is as follows: Given an input dataset Xn sampled from a  
q-dimensional DM X embedded in an ambient p-dimensional space Rp, q < p, and 
covered by a single chart, construct an ML-solution θ = (h, g) consisting of two inter-
related mappings: an Embedding mapping h (2) and a Reconstruction mapping  

 g: Y ⊂ Rq → Rp, 

which determine a reconstructed value rθ(X) = g(h(X)) as a result of successively 
applying the embedding and reconstruction mappings to a vector Х ∈ Х. The solution 
must ensure the approximate equality 

 g(h(X)) ≈ X   for all   Х ∈ Х, (3) 

and the Reconstruction error δθ(X) = |X - rθ(X)| is a measure of quality of the solution 
θ at a point Х ∈ Х. 

The Reconstruction mapping g must be defined not only on the feature sample Yn 
(with an obvious reconstruction), but also on the FOoS features y = h(X) ∈ Y / Yn 
obtained by embedding the OoS points X. 

The solution θ determines also a q-dimensional Reconstructed Manifold (RM) 

 Хθ = {X = g(y) ∈ Rp: y ∈ Yθ ⊂ Rq} (4) 

embedded in Rp and parameterized by the chart g defined on the FS Yθ = h(Х). The 
approximate equalities (3) can be considered as the Manifold proximity property 

 Xθ ≈ Х,  (5) 

meaning that the RM Xθ = rθ(Х) accurately reconstructs the DM X from the sample. 
Note that the Data manifold reconstruction solution θ = (h, g) allows reconstructing 

the unknown DM X by the parameterized RM Xθ, whereas the Embedding Manifold 
solution h reconstructs a parameterization of the DM only. 

From the statistical point of view, the defined Data manifold reconstruction prob-
lem may be considered as a Statistical Estimation Problem: Given a finite dataset 
randomly sampled from a smooth q-dimensional Data Manifold X covered by a single 
chart, estimate X by data-based q-dimensional manifold also covered (parameterized) 
by a single chart.  

It is natural to evaluate the quality of the estimator Хθ (4) (sample-based q-
dimensional manifold in Rp also covered by a single chart) by the Hausdorff distance 
H(Хθ, X) between the DM and RM [20]; the following relation between the qualities 
of the Data Manifold Reconstruction and Estimation problems takes a place: 

 H(Хθ, X) ≤ supХ ∈ Хδθ(X). 

Note that the defined Data Manifold Reconstruction problem differs from the Ma-
nifold approximation problem, in which an unknown manifold embedded in a high-
dimensional ambient space must be approximated by some geometrical structure with 
close geometry, without any ‘global parameterization’ of the structure. For the latter 
problem, some solutions are known such as approximations by a simplicial complex 
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[21], by finitely many affine subspaces called ‘flats’ [22], tangential Delaunay com-
plex [23], k-means and k-flats [24], and others. However, the Manifold approximation 
methods have a common drawback: they do not find a low-dimensional representation 
(parameterization) of the DM approximation; such parameterization is usually re-
quired in Machine Learning tasks with high-dimensional data. 

There are some (though limited number of) methods for reconstruction of the DM 
X from the FS h(X). For a specific linear DM, the reconstruction can easily be made 
with the PCA. For a nonlinear DM, Auto-Encoder Neural Networks [3, 4, 5] deter-
mine both the embedding and reconstruction mappings. The LLE and LTSA methods 
also allow some reconstruction of the original vectors from their features. 

5 Tangent Bundle Manifold Learning 

The Reconstruction error δθ(X) can be directly computed at sample points Х ∈ Хn; for 
an OoS point X it describes the generalization ability of the considered Data Manifold 
Reconstruction solution θ at a specific point X. Local lower and upper bounds are 
obtained for the maximum reconstruction error in a small neighborhood of an arbi-
trary point X ∈ Х [19]; these bounds are defined in terms of the distance between the 
tangent spaces L(X) and Lθ(rθ(X)) to the DM Х and the RM Хθ at the points X and 
rθ(X), respectively. It follows from the bounds that the greater the distances between 
these tangent spaces, the lower the local generalization ability of the solution θ. Thus, 
it is natural to require that the MR-solution ensures not only Manifold proximity (5) 
but also Tangent proximity 

 L(X) ≈ Lθ(rθ(X))       for all Х ∈ Х (6) 

between these tangent spaces in some selected metric on the Grassmann manifold 
Grass(p, q) consisting of all q-dimensional linear subspaces in Rp (the tangent spaces 
are treated as elements of the Grass(p, q)).  

The requirement of the Tangent proximity for the Data Manifold Reconstruction 
solution arises also in various applications in which the MR is an intermediate step 
for Intelligent Data Analysis problem solution. For example, to ensure closeness be-
tween specific iterative optimization processes in the original and reduced design 
spaces, which are induced by the same optimization gradient-based method, it is ne-
cessary to guarantee accurate reconstruction of not only the DM (design space) X  but 
also its tangent spaces. In Image Analysis, Data (Image) manifold may be very curved 
in an ambient space [25], and accurate reconstruction of the differential structure of 
the Image manifold (first of all, reconstruction of the tangent spaces) is required [26]. 

A statement of the extended Data Manifold Reconstruction problem, which in-
cludes an additional requirement of the tangent spaces proximity, has been proposed 
in [18, 19] and is described below. 

The set TB(X) = {(X, L(X)): Х ∈ Х} composed of points X of the manifold X 
equipped by tangent spaces L(X) at these points, is known in the Manifold theory as 
the Tangent Bundle of the manifold X. Thus, accurate reconstruction of the DM X 
from the sample, which ensures accurate reconstruction of its tangent spaces too, can 
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be considered as reconstruction of the Tangent Bundle ТB(Х). Therefore, the amplifi-
cation of the ML consisting in accurate reconstruction of the tangent bundle ТB(Х) 
from the sample Xn may be referred to as the Tangent Bundle Manifold Learning. 

A strict definition of the TBML is as follows: Given dataset Xn sampled from a q-
dimensional DM X embedded in an ambient p-dimensional Euclidean space Rp, q < p, 
construct TBML-solution θ = (h, g) which provides Tangent Bundle proximity con-
sisting in the Manifold proximity (5) and the Tangent proximity (6), where Lθ(rθ(X)) = 
Span(Jg(h(X))) is the tangent space to the RM Хθ at a point rθ(X) spanned by columns 
of the Jacobian Jg(y) of the mapping g(y) at a point y = h(X) ∈ Yθ. 

The TBML-solution θ determines the Reconstructed tangent bundle 

 RТBθ(Xθ) = {(g(y), Span(Jg(y))): y ∈ Yθ} (7) 

of the RM Xθ, which is close to the TB(X), and the q-dimensional submanifold 

 Lθ = {Span(Jg(y)): y ∈ Yθ} ⊂ Grass(p, q) 

of the Grassmann manifold which reconstructs the Tangent Manifold  

 L = {L(X): X ∈ X} ⊂ Grass(p, q). 

The next section briefly describes the TBML-solution called the Grassmann & 
Stiefel Eigenmaps (GSE) algorithm [18, 19], which also gives new solutions for all 
the DR problems specified in Sections 2-4 above. 

6 Tangent Bundle Manifold Learning Solution 

The GSE algorithm consists of three successively performed steps: Tangent Manifold 
Learning, Manifold Embedding, and Tangent Bundle reconstruction. 

In the Tangent Manifold Learning Step, a sample-based family H = {H(X), X ∈ 
X} consisting of p×q matrices H(X) smoothly depending on X ∈ X is constructed to 
meet the relations  

 LH(X) ≈ L(X)   for all   X ∈ Х; 

here LH(X) are q-dimensional linear spaces in Rp spanned by columns H(1)(X), 
H(2)(X), ... , H(q)(X) of the matrices H(X).  

The family H is constructed in such a way as to provide the additional property: 
vector fields H(1)(X), H(2)(X), ... , H(q)(X) ∈ Lθ(rθ(X)) must be potential and, therefore, 
meet the following relations 

 X X  (8) 

for i, j = 1, 2, … , q; here ∇H denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the 
vector field H(X) ∈ Lθ(rθ(X)). 

Let us briefly describe the Tangent Manifold Learning Step of the GSE. At first, 
the tangent space L(X) for the points X ∈ X are estimated by the q-dimensional linear 
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space LPCA(Х) which is a result of the PCA applied to sample points from an εn-ball in 
Rp centered at X; here εn = O(n-1/(q+2)) is a small parameter.  

The data-based kernel K(X, X′), X′, X ∈ X, is constructed as a product  

 KE(X, X′) × KG(Х, Х′),  

where KE is the Euclidean ‘heat’ kernel introduced in the LE algorithm [27] and  

 KG(Х, Х′) = KBC(LPCA(Х), LPCA(Х′))  

is the Binet–Cauchy kernel [28] on the Grass(p, q); this aggregate kernel reflects not 
only geometrical nearness between the points Х and X′ but also nearness between the 
linear spaces LPCA(Х) and LPCA(X′), whence comes nearness between the tangent 
spaces L(Х) and L(X′). 

The set Hn consisting of explicitly written p×q matrices Hi that approximate the 
matrices H(Xi), meet the constraints Span(Hi) = LPCA(Xi) and satisfy the conditions 
(8) written in a form of finite differences, is constructed to minimize the quadratic 
form 

 ΔH,n(Hn) = ∑ K X , X H H F, , (9) 

under the normalizing condition ∑ K X HT H I  required to avoid a 

degenerate solution; here K(X) =  ∑ K X, X  and K = ∑ K X . 
Given Hn, the p×q matrix H(X) for an arbitrary point X ∈ Х is chosen to  

minimize the form ΔH(H, X) = ( ) ( ) ×=
n

1j
2

Fjj H - ХHХ Х,K  under the specified linear 

conditions. 
The exact solution of the minimizing problem (9) under the conditions (8) is ob-

tained as a solution of specified generalized eigenvector problems. The matrix 
H(X) which minimizes the quadratic form ΔH(H, X) is written in an explicit form. 

This Step gives a new solution for the Tangent Manifold Learning problem of es-
timating the tangent spaces L(X) in the form of a smooth function of the point X ∈ X, 
which was considered in some previous works. The matrices whose columns approx-
imately span the tangent spaces were constructed using Artificial Neural Networks 
with one hidden layer [29] or Radial Basis Functions [30]. The constructed linear 
spaces {LH(Xi)} are the result of an alignment of the PCA-based linear spaces 
{LPCA(Xi)}; a similar alignment problem was studied in the LTSA [31] with using a 
cost function which differs from our cost function (9). 

The mappings h and g will be constructed in the next parts to provide the prox-
imities  

 g(h(X)) ≈ Х   and      Jg(h(X)) ≈ H(Х), (10) 

whence comes the Tangent Bundle proximity (5), (6).  
In the Manifold Embedding Step, given the family H already constructed, the Em-

bedding mapping h(X) is constructed for X ∈ X. 
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Taylor series expansions g(y′) – g(y) ≈ Jg(y) × (y′ – y) for near points y, y′,  
under the desired equalities (10) for mappings h and g specified further, imply the 
equalities: 

 Х′ – Х ≈ H(X) × (h(X′) – h(X)) (11) 

for near points X, Х′ ∈ X.  
Under the family H already constructed, these approximate equalities can be con-

sidered as regression equations for the features h(X). First, consider equations (11) 
written for near sample points, and compute a preliminary vector set Yn = {y1, 
y2, … , yn} as a standard least squares solution, which minimizes the weighted 
residual 

 ∑ K X , X X X H x y y,  

under the normalizing condition y1 + y2 + … + yn = 0. 
Then, based on Yn, choose a value y = h(X) for an arbitrary point X ∈ Х by 

minimizing over y the weighted residual 

 ∑ K X, X X X H X y y .  

Thus, under Yn, the value h(X) for an arbitrary point X ∈ Х (including sample 
points) is written as  

 h(X) = hKNR(X)+ v X QPCAT (X)× τ(X), 

here v(X) = QPCAT (X) × H(Х), τ(X) = K X ∑ K X, X X X   and 

 hKNR(Х) = K X ∑ K X, X y   
is standard Kernel Non-parametric Regression estimator for h(X) based on the prelim-
inary values yj ∈ Yn of the vector h(X) at the sample points.   

The constrained mapping h determines the Feature space Yθ = h(X). This Step 
gives a new solution for the Manifold Embedding problem. 

In the Tangent Bundle reconstruction step, given the family H and the mapping h 
already constructed, the mapping g is constructed to meet the proximities (3) and (6). 
This step gives a new solution for the Data Manifold Reconstruction.  

The data-based kernel k(y, y′) on Yθ and the linear spaces L*(y) ∈ Grass(p, q) 
depending on y ∈ Yθ are constructed to provide the equalities  

 k(h(Х), h(X′)) ≈ K(Х, X′)   

and L*(h(Х)) ≈ LPCA(Х) for near points X ∈ Х and X′ ∈ Хn. 
The reconstruction function g(y) is constructed with using kernel nonparametric 

regression technique based on known values Xi = g(yi) at the points yi = h(Xi) with 
taking into account the known values Jg(yi) = H(Xi), i = 1, 2, … , n. 
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In the as asymptotic n → ∞ and under an appropriate choice of the algorithm pa-
rameters, the rate in proximities (3) and (6) is O(n-2/(q+2)) and O(n-1/(q+2)), respectively 
[32]; the first rate coincides with the asymptotically minimax lower bound [20] for the 
Hausdorff distance between the DM X and RM Хθ. Thus, the RM Хθ estimates the 
DM Х with the optimal rate of convergence.  
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